INSPECTIONS

6 Strategies to Avoid
Common State
Inspection Violations

Mechanics and state patrol inspectors agree that
clear communication and routine maintenance lowers the rate
of violations cited during safety inspections.
By Kathleen Kohler

Communication between all transportation departments is essential. Tracy
Williams, the safety director for VAT
Inc., along with bus specialist Cheri
Butts and Brian Hamlin, shop manager, review a safety checklist at the
company’s bus lot.
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xhaust leaks, rust, loose emergency door seals,
and brakes out of adjustment are some examples of common violations found during state
inspections.
Michigan State Police Sgt. Mike McLaughlin,
who serves with the Commercial Vehicle Enforcement Division School Bus Inspection Unit, says
the top school bus violations in his state, from Sept. 1,
2015 to May 9, were corrosion or a non-manufacturer
hole larger than a nickel (the top violation); ABS problems, exhaust leaks, other body component rust, emergency door seals, loose or not making contact, “and —
strangely enough — the fuel system with evidence of an
unrepaired leak.”
Operating unsafe vehicles puts bus drivers, monitors, and students in danger. To avoid such risk, Mel
Philbrook, the fleet maintenance supervisor for Port-
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land (Ore.) School District, lists reasons to make repairs as soon as possible.
“I don’t want to be in trouble. I don’t want the driver
or the students on the bus to get hurt,” he says. “Our
main thing is safety, safety, safety.”
Tracy Williams, safety director for V.A.T. Inc., a
school bus contractor based in Ohio, understands challenges faced by both state inspectors and fleet supervisors. Before joining V.A.T., Williams spent 30 years
with the Ohio State Highway Patrol. He also crafted the
state’s current construction standards — which school
bus operators must meet to operate in Ohio — before
retiring as a state commander. In his position, he found
the most common violations to be brakes out of adjustment, tire and exhaust violations, and miscellaneous
seat problems, he says.
Red-tag violations are the most serious anWWW.SCHOOLBUSFLEET.COM
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Know your state’s
requirements

McLaughlin also advises that
mechanics familiarize themselves with the equipment requirements specific to their state.
“Don’t wait until we show up to [explain] what’s wrong,” he says.
Williams agrees. “One thing I saw
too often when I still wore my highway
patrol hat to a garage is too many facilities rely on the highway patrol inspector to tell them what’s wrong. Then they
come in and fix it.”
Additionally, having written the
standards for Ohio, Williams says VAT
trained all of its mechanics on them.
“I’ve taken them through everything that gets inspected on the bus,”
he explained. “We have our own inspection process where our mechanics do a
full inspection.”
Frequently true of shops with too
few mechanics or ones undergoing
budget cuts, Williams adds, “That tells
you two things. One, they’re running
unsafe buses. And two, they’re wasting
everybody’s time because by law when
the highway patrol inspectors come in,
those buses should be ready to go.”
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Prioritizing routine maintenance can prevent inspection violations. Austin Hamlin, a
mechanic for school bus contractor VAT, performs routine brake service.

need to be repaired before the bus can
be used for pupil transportation. Time
allotted for repairs varies by state. In
Michigan, 60 days are allotted to repair a less serious, yellow-tag violation,
McLaughlin notes.
Oregon expects a yellow-tag repair to
be completed within 30 days, according
to Philbrook.
Despite it being serious business,
when annual state inspections roll
around, Sgt. McLaughlin says that
school transportation staff shouldn’t
be afraid of the process.
“We’re all working together toward the
same goal, which is pupil transportation.”
Violations like the ones previously
listed can often be caught beforehand or
prevented entirely with proactive measures, such as practicing routine preventive maintenance, becoming familiar
with state requirements, strengthening
staff communication, and building relationships with inspectors and vendors.
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Prioritize preventive
maintenance

McLaughlin’s best advice to
shop technicians gearing up
for state inspections is to have an effective preventive maintenance program
in place.
Routine maintenance is also a top
priority at Philbrook’s shop. “It makes
more sense to take care of a problem
now rather than have a bus red-tagged
for a violation, because I can keep that
bus in service.”
With a crew of five experienced mechanics, Philbrook maintains 91 buses
and nearly 40 other school vehicles.
Their diligent maintenance pays off
when he files his Key Performance Indicator (KPI) reports.
“[The report] asks how many buses are down on inspection, and I always have to put zero, because we do
[all] our own inspections and make any
repairs.”
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Strengthen inter-staff
communication

The biggest key to a successful shop, Williams says, is
communication between drivers, mechanics, inspectors, and management.
“You can have everything else, but if
those four groups aren’t sharing information, the program usually fails somewhere,” he notes.
For example, drivers are required
to conduct daily pre-trip and post-trip
inspections, and if they find anything
wrong and don’t share it with the mechanic, it doesn’t get fixed.
“Then, we’re running buses that are
in violation,” Williams adds.
In particular, mechanics need to
have good communication with drivers, especially in cases such as a
driver writing up a work order and not
clearly describing the problem with
their bus.
“That mechanic needs to find that
driver and share information to make
sure the problem gets fixed.”
Encouraging open dialogue, Williams conducts quarterly meetings in
which drivers and mechanics share
information about “what’s new, what
mechanics are seeing, and what drivers
are experiencing.”
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Build relationships with
inspectors, vendors

Building strong relationships
and communication with inspectors is equally important, Williams
points out.
VAT’s annual school bus inspections are scheduled in advance, and the
company has taken that opportunity to
foster teamwork. At least two bus drivers prep the buses before the inspector
arrives. The drivers also double check
for cleanliness and do a quick pre-trip
to make sure all the lights work before
presenting buses for inspection.
Meanwhile, a mechanic helps the
inspectors during the inspection, not
only to assist them if they need anything, but also to learn what the inspector is checking, Williams says.
“Sometimes within our inspection
process we might not understand what
the requirement is, and if you don’t have
that relationship built with your inspectors, you’re losing a really good resource,
because they’re here to help,” he adds.
“They shouldn’t be your enemy.”
It also pays to develop a solid relationship with vendors, who can be a

good source of education and training,
benefiting the overall operation and
success of the shop.
Eighteen months ago when Williams stepped into his current position
at VAT, he reviewed the contractor’s
suppliers and, as a result of his assessment, the company replaced several
vendors. Building relationships with
the new vendors proved an asset to
the monthly safety training he holds
for mechanics because vendors would
come in and volunteer to teach a specific class on their products.
As part of this change, Williams also
negotiated regular tire inspection with
one vendor.
“Our tire company comes out once a
month at no charge and inspects all the
tires on the buses,” he says.
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Management support is
crucial

As with any effective business, support from management is another key component.
“Of course management has to be
willing, one, to know what’s going on
with the buses,” Williams explains.

“And two, to understand that you have
to spend money to support the operation of the buses.”
On VAT’s bus lot, Williams performs
his own spot checks, looking over the
emergency equipment, and checking
the overall cleanliness and appearance
of vehicles and the emergency exits.
“You can’t throw all that responsibility on one specific work group,” he
points out.
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Join state organizations

Both McLaughlin and Williams recommend all drivers and mechanics become
members of their state’s organization.
This keeps them informed of changes in
regulations and up to date on new technology, says Williams.
Most states have organizations such
as the Michigan Association for Pupil
Transportation (MAPT) or the Ohio
School Bus Association.
Founded in 1965, MAPT provides information, education, and training to
school transportation providers. The
association also holds an annual technicians’ conference.
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